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Executive Summary

The Future of Human Rights: Restoring America’s Leadership
By definition, human rights only gain meaning if they can claim a global imprimatur. They are, after
all, universal human rights, not particular to any one country alone. They “become” rights only because
a significant number of countries have recognized them as such. This means that any nation that would
understand itself to be a nation that respects and promotes human rights must ipso facto be a nation
that recognizes the authority of the international community when it comes to human rights or else it
faces a contradiction.
The United States has been living in contradiction for more than fifty years; the last seven have merely
made that contradiction starker. On the one hand, the U.S. has with some good reason prided itself on
being a champion of human rights around the world; on the other, it has regularly balked at the
authority of the international community upon which those rights are based, especially when it comes
to its own practices.
Moreover, no nation, no matter how powerful, can successfully pursue improvements in human rights
around the world independent of that international community. If it tries, for example, to impose
unilateral sanctions upon a country to protest human rights abuses there, those sanctions will inevitably
fail if they lack the support and cooperation of others.
What has been especially damaging to human rights over the past seven years is that policies inimical to
human rights have been carried out in the name of human rights. This includes the Iraq War of course
(since human rights were at least a latter-day rationale for that conflict), but also encompasses the
larger war on terror that has been pursued in the name of defending freedom and the rule of law. The
result has been an unfortunate identification of human rights with America’s worldly ambitions—an
identification that has only exacerbated the customary suspicion in which human rights have been held
by some in the developing world who see them as a guise for imposition of Western values.
All of this has contributed markedly to the decline in the U.S.’s global reputation.
A new administration, whether Republican or Democratic, has an opportunity to reverse that decline
and, in the process, renew America’s reputation for human rights leadership. How it addresses these
issues cannot be considered independent of many of the other topics addressed in the “Don’t Go It
Alone” series: the Iraq War, for example, or the promotion of democracy, or the pursuit of women’s
health, or the fight against poverty. All of these have implications for human rights policy.
There are several distinct steps that a new President can take. Foremost among them will be to
conform the U.S.’s own practices to international human rights norms. Only when no gap remains
between domestic practices and international standards can the U.S. begin to reclaim the mantle of
human rights leadership and disarm the arguments of human rights violators around the world who
have cited the U.S. as a model for their own repressive policies. Therefore, the next Administration
should close Guantanamo Bay and either release its occupants or transfer them to the American
military or criminal justice system for prosecution. It should also renounce the use of torture
unequivocally; discard the practice of extraordinary rendition; commit to close and never re-open socalled secret “black site” prisons; and restore habeas corpus rights to all detainees.
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In addition to changing these detention policies, the U.S. must find ways to signal its intention to
respect international regimens and institutions. The next administration can do this, for example, by
taking the following steps:
• Ratifying one or more significant human rights treaties, including the Convention on the
Rights of the Child and the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women;
• Suspending the penalties leveraged against those countries that have refused to immunize
U.S. troops from possible prosecution by the International Criminal Court (ICC);
• Sending observers to the 2009 Review Conference of the Rome Statutes of the ICC in order
to kick-start the process of considering eventual U.S. “re-signing” and ratifying of the Statutes;
• Considering standing for election to the UN Human Rights Council, despite its very real flaws;
• Supporting appropriate candidates for membership in the Council and, whether as a
member or non-member, encouraging the Council to engage in productive work rather than
political posturing;
• Providing additional voluntary financial support to the office of the UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights to allow for increased human rights monitoring, capacity-building, and
advising of country missions;
• Demonstrating strong support for the doctrine of the “Responsibility to Protect,” including
establishing clear policy on U.S. obligations in the face of genocide and ethnic cleansing;
• Welcoming one or more UN Special Rapporteurs who wish to investigate conditions in the
U.S., thus modeling openness to others;
• Issuing its own annual report on U.S. human rights standards to complement the State
Department’s excellent annual report on other countries’ records;
• Supporting an international treaty on terrorism that both codifies countries’ responsibilities to
combat terrorism and describes appropriate mechanisms for fulfilling them; and
• Initiating an international process for declaring “best practices” when it comes to the use of
sanctions of various kinds.
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“No nation, no matter how powerful, can
successfully pursue improvements in human
rights around the world independent of the
international community.”
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History of Human Rights in the U.S.
The U.S. traces its roots back to the Pilgrims’ dramatic quest for freedom. It incorporated into its
Constitution a Bill of Rights that would become a template for other peoples’ expressions of liberty—from
the French revolution through the founding of East Timor in 2002. As a result, many Americans take an
expansive view of what claims they may make under the rubric of “rights.” A spokesman for the American
Legion, for example, upon being asked to explain the symbolism of the American flag, was reflecting the
views of many of his compatriots when he replied, “It stands for the fact that this is a country where we
have the right to do what we want.”1 Similarly, when the State of South Carolina banned video poker
some years ago, one poker enthusiast complained to the New York Times, “It’s like the state telling me
I have no rights. It’s pretty close to being Communist.”2
A moment’s reflection of course reveals the error of such
latitudinous interpretations. Our laws set all sorts of boundaries
to behavior, and even well-established rights have their limits
as illustrated most famously in the prohibition on shouting a
false alarm about fire in a crowded theater. How, then, do we
know what rights are truly rights?

“Any nation that would

understand itself to be a
nation that respects and
promotes inalienable
human rights must ipso
facto recognize the
authority of the
international
community when it
comes to human rights.

For the first one hundred years of the American republic,
Americans understood their rights solely to be those delineated
in the U.S. Constitution. But in 1882 when the U.S. ratified
the first Geneva Convention, it signaled its recognition that
rights carried a trans-national dimension. Since then, and
especially since the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
adopted in 1948 with American support, established the
universal nature of human rights, the U.S. has been party to a
whole series of treaties, covenants, and conventions affirming
that human rights are by definition those rights that have
garnered an international imprimatur. In the absence of such international recognition, rights claims—to
play video poker, for example—carry far less weight and gravitas than they otherwise would.

”

This means that any nation that would understand itself to be a nation that respects and promotes inalienable
human rights must ipso facto recognize the authority of the international community when it comes to
human rights. There will inevitably be instances in which national and international laws will contradict
one another. U.S. law, to take one prominent example, permits use of the death penalty while most
applicable international law abjures it. But such contradictions do not mean that the U.S. has not historically
recognized that humanitarian and human rights law gains its strength and legitimacy in large measure
from its international nature. (The laws of war no less than the rules of the World Trade Organization
require multilateral agreement.) Nor does it preclude evolution of U.S. statutes in the direction of closer
conformity to international law, as witness the citation of international law and practice by the Supreme
Court in its 2002 ruling that the execution of juvenile offenders was unconstitutional.3
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“ We would have had no Universal
Declaration of Human Rights had
it not been for Eleanor and
Franklin Roosevelt. ”
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Global Actions and Consequences
What has been far more problematic over the last few years than random disparities between domestic
and international interpretations of human rights law has been a fundamental disparagement of the
authority of the international community itself. Such depreciation started early: in 2000 Condoleezza
Rice, then foreign policy advisor to candidate George W. Bush, wrote in Foreign Affairs magazine, “Foreign
policy in a Republican administration…will proceed from the firm ground of the national interest, not
from the interests of an illusory international community [emphasis added].” Over the past seven years
the U.S. has repeatedly demonstrated its contempt for that allegedly chimerical community by doing such
things as “unsigning” the Rome statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC); declaring the Geneva
Conventions inapplicable to prisoners at Guantanamo Bay and other so-called “unlawful combatants;”
ignoring UN findings and resolutions in the run-up to the Iraq War; or refusing to stand for election to the
UN Human Rights Council.
The consequences have been devastating for the reputations both of
the U.S., which has seen its favorability ratings drop precipitously
around the world,5 and, paradoxically, of human rights themselves.

“The consequences

have been devastating
for the reputations
both of the U.S. and,
paradoxically, of human
rights themselves.

The U.S. has long prided itself on being a champion of human rights
and with much good reason. We would have had no Universal
Declaration of Human Rights had it not been for Eleanor and
Franklin Roosevelt; the U.S. pushed hard for the civil rights provisions
of the Helsinki Accords, thereby contributing to the eventual
liberation of Eastern Europe; the U.S. judicial system with its wide
array of due process protections has been a model emulated by newly emerging countries around the world;
U.S. diplomats have frequently intervened on behalf of political dissidents; the Kosovo War was spearheaded
by an American commitment to prevent ethnic cleansing; and the annual State Department human rights
reports have long been an invaluable resource to the cause of human rights.

”

The current U.S. administration’s commitment to battling HIV/AIDS in Africa and its outspokenness on
Darfur are consistent with this tradition. But for the most powerful nation in the world, long looked to as
a model of human rights virtue, to undermine the international system itself—the very framework upon
which human rights are predicated—is to cause immeasurable damage to the struggle for liberty.

A Reputation in Peril
Backtracking on our commitments to international treaties and norms in the name of defending human
rights is not just ironic. One of the consequences of the Iraq War with its latter-day human rights rationale
and of the “War on Terror” with its oft-stated goals of defending freedom and the rule of law is that
human rights themselves have come to be identified with America’s worldwide ambitions. For human
rights to be conflated with, fairly or not, in the words of the critic David Rieff, “the official ideology of
American empire,”6 only exacerbates the customary suspicion in which human rights have been held by
some in the developing world who see them as a guise for the imposition of Western values.
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“No country can claim

The truth is that if human rights and the U.S.’s pursuit of
them are discredited, American interests are put in peril.
protection for its own
Reserving the option to torture prisoners, denying them
habeas
corpus, sending them into “black site” prisons—all
citizens overseas if it fails
this makes it harder to defend America against the charge
to respect international
of hypocrisy; the claim that we are carrying out a war in
defense of the rule of law by abandoning that very rule.
norms at home.
Such a charge hands fodder for recruitment to our
adversaries and makes the world less safe for Americans.
No country can claim protection for its own citizens overseas (be they soldiers taken as prisoners, nationals
charged with crimes, or corporations faced with extortion) if it fails to respect international norms at
home. Global relations are based in good part on reciprocity.

”

Nor can the U.S. offer effective objection to the human rights violations of others if it is guilty of those
same violations itself or has shunned cooperation with international allies. No nation, no matter how
powerful, can successfully pursue improvements in human rights around the world independent of the
international community. Unilateral sanctions imposed upon a country to protest human rights abuses will
inevitably fail if they lack the support of others.

Restoring America’s Leadership: Recommendations for Action
The next U.S. administration of whichever party has a ready opportunity to restore America’s position as
a human rights leader. How it does that cannot be considered independent of many of the other topics
addressed in the “Don't Go It Alone” series: the Iraq War, for example, or the promotion of democracy,
or the pursuit of women’s health, or the fight against poverty. All of these have implications for human
rights policy.
Nonetheless, there are several distinct steps that a new President can take. Foremost among them will be
to conform the U.S.’s own practices to international human rights norms. Only when no gap remains
between domestic practices and international standards can the U.S. begin to reclaim the mantle of
human rights leadership and disarm the arguments of those human rights violators around the world
(Robert Mugabe, for example) who have cited the U.S. as a model for their own repressive policies.
Therefore, the next Administration upon entering office should:
• Close Guantanamo Bay and either release its occupants or transfer them to the American military
or criminal justice system for prosecution. It should also renounce the use of torture unequivocally;
discard the practice of extraordinary rendition; commit to close and never re-open so-called secret
“black site” prisons; and restore habeas corpus rights to all detainees.
In addition to changing these detention policies, the U.S. must find ways to signal its intention to respect
international regimens and institutions. The next administration can do this, for example, by taking the
following steps:
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• Ratifying one or more significant human rights treaties, the Convention on the Rights of the
Child and the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women being two obvious
possibilities, and/or revisiting some of the other treaties about which it has taken major reservations;
• Suspending the penalties leveraged against those countries that have refused to immunize U.S.
troops from possible prosecution by the International Criminal Court (ICC);
• Sending observers to the 2009 Review Conference of the Rome Statutes of the ICC in order to
kick-start the process of considering eventual U.S. “re-signing” and ratifying of the Statutes;
• Cooperating with the ICC by providing evidence, where it is available, germane to prosecutions
and assisting in the apprehension of those charged with crimes;7
• Considering standing for election to the UN Human Rights Council, despite its very real flaws;
• Supporting appropriate candidates for membership in the Council and, whether as a member or
non-member, encouraging the Council to engage in productive work rather than political posturing;
• Providing additional voluntary financial support to the office of the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights to allow for increased human rights monitoring, capacity-building, and advising of
country missions;
• Demonstrating strong support for the doctrine of the “Responsibility to Protect,” including
establishing clear policy on U.S. obligations in the face of genocide and ethnic cleansing;
• Welcoming one or more UN Special Rapporteurs who wish to investigate conditions in the U.S.,
thus modeling openness to others;
• Issuing its own annual report on U.S. human rights standards to complement the State
Department’s excellent annual report on other countries’ records;
• Supporting an international treaty on terrorism that both codifies countries’ responsibilities to
combat terrorism and describes appropriate mechanisms for fulfilling them; and
• Initiating an international process for declaring “best practices” when it comes to the use of
sanctions of various kinds.
While most of these recommendations involve the United Nations and related agencies, other
international institutions and instruments, like the World Bank, the World Trade Organization
(WTO), and multilateral trade agreements, also play important roles in the promotion of human
rights. U.S. policy in these areas should be formulated through a human rights lens as well, including:
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• The U.S. should use its vote and its influence at the World Bank to insure that a commitment to
workers’ rights is included in contracts under the auspices of the Bank or its affiliate, the International
Finance Corporation.
• The next U.S. administration should make integration of core workers’ rights into trade
agreements a top priority, refusing, for example, to agree to new WTO trade concessions absent
incorporation of workers’ rights into WTO rules.
• Similarly, all future U.S. free trade agreements should require that the labor laws of partner
countries conform to the core labor rights in the International Labor Organization Declaration.8
All of this will go far toward restoring the U.S.’s reputation for human rights leadership and signaling a
renewed commitment to the international community. That in turn will bolster human rights themselves
and the bedrock upon which they are based.
In the final analysis, human rights emerge out of the common misery of humankind regardless of gender
or region or ethnicity. Human rights give voice to the deepest yearnings of the human spirit—yearnings
for things like reconciliation of adversaries, a better life for our children, and a fair distribution of the
earth’s abundance. As such, they cannot be interpreted unilaterally or enforced by any one power alone.
They require collaboration, mutuality, and dialogue. It was said that the poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge, a
generous-hearted man, would sit at one end of a long dinner table and quote his erstwhile friend, William
Wordsworth, to those around him while Wordsworth, a man of enormous self-regard, would sit at the
other end of the table and quote William Wordsworth to those surrounding him. When it comes to human
rights, such self-absorption just won’t do. As President Harry S. Truman wrote in 1945, the year he
helped found the United Nations, “We all have to recognize—no matter how great our strength—that
we must deny ourselves the license to do always as we please.”
No enterprise cries out more eloquently for a global fealty than the struggle for human rights. The next
U.S. President will have the enormous privilege of giving renewed voice to that call.
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